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Abstract Using the ‘‘interior 1 surface quasigeostrophic’’ (isQG) method, the density and horizontal
velocity fields of the ocean’s interior can be retrieved from surface data. This method was applied to the
Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) and the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM)/Navy Coupled
Ocean Data Assimilation (NCODA) reanalysis data sets. The input surface data include sea surface height
(SSH), sea surface temperature (SST), sea surface salinity (SSS), and a region-averaged stratification. The
retrieved subsurface fields are compared with reanalysis data for three tested regions, and the results indi-
cate that the isQG method is robust. The isQG method is particularly successful in the energetic regions like
the Gulf Stream region with weak stratification, and the Kuroshio region with strong correlation between
sea surface density (SSD) and SSH. It also works, though less satisfactorily, in the Agulhas leakage region.
The performance of the isQG method in retrieving subsurface fields varies with season, and peaks in winter
when the mixed layer is deeper and stratification is weaker. In addition, higher-resolution data may facilitate
the isQG method to achieve a more successful reconstruction for the velocity retrieval. Our results sug-
gested that the isQG method can be used to reconstruct the ocean interior from the satellite-derived SSH,
SST, and SSS data in the near future.

1. Introduction

During the past decades, advances in satellite technology have greatly improved our understanding of the
ocean circulation and variability by providing spatially and temporally well-sampled sea surface information,
including sea surface height (SSH), temperature (SST), and salinity (SSS) with a global coverage. Because the
in situ observations beneath the sea surface are still sparse, a method that projects the high-resolution satel-
lite sea surface information to the ocean interior becomes invaluable for a better understanding of the inte-
rior ocean circulation and dynamics.

Great efforts have been made to retrieve the ocean’s interior fields using satellite-derived sea surface data.
Because the variation in sea surface height mostly reflects the movement of interior thermocline, there
exists a significant statistical relationship between SSH and interior temperature and salinity fields. Carnes
et al. [1990, 1994] reconstructed the subsurface temperature and salinity fields using a regression relation-
ship between surface dynamical height and the amplitudes of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) for the
vertical temperature structure. Watts et al. [2001] constructed a ‘‘gravest empirical mode’’ (GEM) based on a
large assemblage of historical hydrographic data along the WOCE SR3 transect south of Australia and dem-
onstrated that more than 96% variance in the temperature and salinity fields between 150 and 3000 dbars
can be captured by GEM representation.

While statistical methods can provide quite satisfactory subsurface information based on sufficient historical
statistics, dynamical methods can provide dynamically consistent fields without relying on the availability of
local historical data. Based on ocean model dynamics, Hurlburt [1986] used surface pressure to calculate the
corresponding subsurface structure in a simple two-layer primitive model. Haines [1991] assimilated altime-
ter data using a four-layer quasigeostrophic (QG) model and assuming the subsurface potential vorticity
(PV) was conserved at assimilation time. The scope of the work by Haines [1991] was greatly extended by
Cooper and Haines [1996] using a full nonadiabatic and multilevel model in a twin experiment framework.
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Surface data, such as SST, can also be assimilated using primitive ocean models [Chen et al., 1997; Rosati
et al., 1997; Syu and Neelin, 2000; Tang and Hsieh, 2003].

In recent years, more and more attentions have been paid to the surface quasigeostrophic (SQG) theory
[Held et al., 1995], which could serve as a simplified framework to describe the dynamics of the upper tropo-
sphere. The SQG theory was first successfully applied in the atmospheric studies [Blumen, 1978; Juckes,
1994; Hakim et al., 2002; Tulloch and Smith, 2006, 2009]. In these studies, the tropopause was treated as a
boundary. Potential temperature anomalies on this boundary alone could depict the 3-D dynamics of the
upper troposphere.

The SQG theory was also explored within the oceanographic context to determine the influence of sea sur-
face boundary on the dynamics of the upper ocean. The upper ocean, unlike the atmospheric troposphere,
has significant interior PV that contributes to surface fields. It is argued that the interior PV is correlated
with surface pressure and/or buoyance fields. Lapeyre and Klein [2006] developed an ‘‘effective’’ SQG (eSQG)
method by adjusting the stratification parameter to account for the missing interior PV. The method has
been tested against a simulation of a primitive equation (PE) model with an idealized initial front [Lapeyre
and Klein, 2006], satellite measurements [Isern-Fontanet et al., 2006], and an ocean general circulation simu-
lation [Isern-Fontanet et al., 2008], all of which yielded promising results. Similarly, LaCasce and Mahadevan
[2006] derived interior PV empirically from SST, and modified the SQG model to estimate subsurface fields.
A qualitative good agreement was found between in situ measurements and results from the modified SQG
method. Klein et al. [2008, 2009] suggested that some specific SQG properties could be valid for dynamics
involving large Rossby numbers, and applied the SQG frame work to diagnose the vertical velocity field
from SSH. LaCasce [2012] analyzed the SQG solution using a more realistic (exponential) stratification. These
methods assume that the surface density and interior PV are correlated, in which case SSH would have the
same phase with the sea surface density (SSD). However, SSH and SSD fields are sometimes quite different
in real ocean [Wang et al., 2013; Gonz�alez-Haro and Isern-Fontanet, 2014; Isern-Fontanet et al., 2014], indicat-
ing the modified form of SQG solution may not capture the vertical shift of the SST and interior PV.

Due to the linearity of the quasigeostrophic PV, the solution can be decomposed into two components:
SQG solution and interior solution [Hoskins, 1975; Blumen, 1978; Lapeyre and Klein, 2006; Ferrari and Wunsch,
2010]. Wang et al. [2013] reexamined SQG dynamics and pointed out that both SQG and interior solutions
contribute to the sea surface height (pressure), and thus proposed the ‘‘interior 1 surface QG’’ (isQG)
method to reconstruct the subsurface state from surface fields. In contrast to the SQG method, the isQG
method can circumvent the limitation of assuming good correlation between SSH and SSD. As the first
step, Wang et al. [2013] tested this method in the context of idealized ocean, i.e., using the surface fields
from a PE numerical model (the Parallel Ocean Program, POP), to construct the subsurface fields, which
were validated against the numerical model output. Results demonstrated that the subsurface fields recon-
structed by the isQG method were in agreement with those from the POP model, especially in the regions
with energetic eddies, such as the Gulf Stream extension and regions at high latitudes where stratification is
weak. The results, though based on idealized oceanic conditions, highlight the potential application of the
new isQG method in constructing the interior of the real ocean in the future. With the availability of satellite-
derived SSS from SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity)/Aquarius with increasingly improving accuracy, this
method seems quite promising. However, there are still some open issues associated with the application of
isQG method in practice, such as the seasonal variation of the isQG performance and the impact of data reso-
lution on its performance. In this study, we aim to investigate these issues with a more realistic context using
reanalysis data. Because reanalysis data combine ocean observations with the computational model, they can
provide a more refined and realistic estimate of the ocean state than the pure model output as those in Wang
et al. [2013], and thus can make the validation of the isQG method more reliable and robust.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The isQG method is briefly reviewed in section 2. The reanaly-
sis data are described in section 3. Section 4 presents the results, and section 5 gives a summary.

2. The isQG Method

The isQG method considers the QG balanced motions in the ocean, describing eddy activities with spatial
scales of 10–500 km and temporal scales of 10–150 days [Charney and Flierl, 1981]. In the QG theory, the
geostrophic stream function of a flow field can be calculated by inversion from a known PV field subjected
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to proper boundary conditions [Bishop and Thorpe, 1994; Hoskins et al., 1985]. Stream function and PV are
related by an elliptic operator L:

LW 5 qðx; y; z; tÞ;
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where f0 is the mean Coriolis parameter in the model domain, N2 the Brunt-V€ais€al€a frequency, W5pðq0f0Þ21

the stream function, and q the deviation from the large-scale background PV. p and q0 in the definition of
Wdenote the pressure anomaly and the reference density, respectively.

Boundary conditions are required to invert (1) to obtain the stream function field. Upper and lower bound-
ary conditions are derived from the QG density equation:
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where b52gq=q0 is the buoyancy anomaly with q being the density anomaly. Density anomaly at the sea-
floor (z52H) is neglected. The domain is subjected to doubly periodic lateral boundary conditions.

W can be calculated as the sum of surface (SQG) solution and interior solution due to the linearity of the QG
PV equation [Hoskins, 1975; Lapeyre and Klein, 2006; Ferrari and Wunsch, 2010]. The surface solution is forced
by surface buoyancy anomaly and involves zero PV anomaly in the interior, while the interior solution is
associated with interior PV anomaly with zero surface buoyancy anomaly. Therefore, we have the following
equations and boundary conditions,
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where Wt is the total stream function, Ws the SQG solution, and Wi the interior solution.

In the horizontal Fourier transform domain, equations (5) and (6) simply reduce to the following ordinary
differential equations:
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where ðk; lÞ are the horizontal wave numbers and j5ðk21l2Þ1=2. The hatted variables are spectral ampli-
tudes. For given sea surface information and stratification, equation (7) can be solved directly.

On the other hand, equation (8) cannot be solved directly because the PV anomaly q̂ in the interior ocean is
unknown. However, Ŵ

i
can be derived through a different approach based on pressure anomalies on the

boundaries and the barotropic-baroclinic modes. Sea surface height (pressure) anomaly and bottom pres-
sure anomaly are reflected by the collective contribution from SQG solution and interior solution:

Wtðz50Þ5Wsð0Þ1Wið0Þ5 g
f0

g; (9)

Wsð2HÞ1Wið2HÞ50; (10)

where g is SSH anomaly. Equation (10) implies that bottom-velocity vanishes. In terms of Fourier transform:
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The barotropic-baroclinic modes are the solutions FmðzÞ to the following Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue prob-
lem [Pedlosky, 1987]:
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where m � 0 is an integer with m50 denoting the barotropic mode and m > 0 the baroclinic modes, Rm

the Rossby deformation radius associated with vertical mode m. For given stratification N2ðzÞ, FmðzÞ can be
solved numerically.

One can project Ŵ
i

onto eigenfunctions Fm, which are orthonormal and form a complete basis,

Ŵ
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Since satellite altimetric signals are largely dominated by the barotropic and first baroclinic modes
[Stammer, 1997; Wunsch, 1997; Smith and Vallis, 2001; Chelton et al., 2011], expression (14) can be approxi-
mated as the sum of these two modes,

Ŵ
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Substituting (15) into equations (11) and (12) leads to:
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With the observed SSH field, Ŵ
s

calculated from equation (7), and FmðzÞ obtained from equation (13), ampli-
tudes of the two modes A0 and A1 can be determined. Thus, interior solution Ŵ

i
and total stream function

Wt can be obtained from equations (14) and (4).

3. Data

3.1. Reanalysis Data Sets
We use two kinds of data assimilation products in this study to evaluate the isQG method, i.e., Simple Ocean
Data Assimilation (SODA) and the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM)/Navy Coupled Ocean Data
Assimilation (NCODA) reanalysis data sets. The SODA reanalysis is a global ocean reanalysis created by
assimilating observational data into an ocean general circulation model based on the POP model. The
observations assimilated include the historical archive of hydrographic profiles, moored hydrographic
observations, remotely sensed SST, altimeter sea level etc. [Carton and Giese, 2008]. It provides monthly
averaged gridded variables (salinity, temperature, velocity etc.) with a horizontal resolution of 0.5� 3 0.5� at
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40 levels (from 25.01 to 25375 m). The temporal and spatial resolutions are relatively coarse, but the model
data still resolves most of mesoscale eddies in our study regions. The HYCOM/NCODA reanalysis (GLBa0.08/
expt_90.8) is provided by the ocean forecast model HYCOM [Chassignet et al., 2009] using the NCODA sys-
tem to ingest observations, such as satellite observations (SSH, SST), as well as vertical temperature and
salinity profiles from in situ and float measurements (XBTs, Argo floats and moored buoys) [Cummings,
2005]. This reanalysis provides three-dimensional ocean state estimates (salinity, temperature, velocity etc.)
with high spatial and temporal resolution (1/12�, daily) and 32 vertical layers (from 0 to 25500 m).

Three stamp regions are chosen as the test bed of the isQG solution: the Gulf Stream extension, the Kur-
oshio system east off Japan, and the Agulhas leakage in the South Atlantic Ocean, with domain sizes of 7.5�

3 7.5� (solid boxes in Figure 1) for using SODA data of January 2007 and 6� 3 6� (dashed boxes in Figure 1)
for using HYCOM/NCODA data of January-December 2010. Due to the denser horizontal grids resulted from
the high spatial resolution of HYCOM/NCODA data (1/12�), slightly smaller domain size is used for HYCOM/
NCODA data to facilitate computation.

3.2. Data Preprocess
The input of the isQG method includes three variables: sea surface density eddy (anomaly) field (SSDA), sea
surface height eddy field (SSHA), and vertical stratification profileN2ðzÞ.

We first derive density, potential density at different levels using temperature and salinity data from SODA
data and using the commonly used subroutines based on the UNESCO1983 equation of state [Fofonoff and
Millard, 1983]. Density field at 25.01 m is treated as a proxy for sea surface density. The area-averaged
Brunt-V€ais€al€a frequency N2ðzÞ is calculated from potential density using the mean pressure between two
vertical grids as the reference pressure:

N252
g
qv

@�q
@z
; (18)

where qv is the volumetric mean of potential density, and �q the horizontal mean of potential density in tar-
get regions.

N2ðzÞ deduced above could not be directly applied to the isQG dynamics, because its value approaches
zero near the surface (dashed lines in Figures 2a–2c), which can cause unrealistic overshoot of the SQG solu-
tion. To solve this problem, we modify the stratification profiles in the ML, using the method applied by
Wang et al. [2013]: replacing the surface stratification by the mixed-layer-averaged N2; the linear interpola-
tion between this new surface value and the value at the base of ML (solid lines in Figures 2a–2c) is then
substituted as the stratification profile in the ML.

To get eddy fields, we then remove the mean large-scale background information from SSD fields and SSH
fields. The background field is calculated through a least square fit of a field to the quadratic surface Sðx; yÞ
[Wang et al., 2013],

Figure 1. Geographical location of three tested regions marked by black boxes for SODA data (solid), and HYCOM data (dashed). (a) Gulf Stream region (47.25�W–39.75�W, 37.75�N–
45.25�N for SODA data; 47�W–41�W, 38�N–44�N for HYCOM data), (b) Kuroshio region (142.75�E–150.25�E, 28.75�N–36.25�N for SODA data; 144�E–150�E, 29�N–35�N for HYCOM data),
and (c) Agulhas leakage region (7.25�E–14.75�E, 42.75�S–35.25�S for SODA data; 8�E–14�E, 42�S–36�S for HYCOM data). Fields of SST (color) and SSH (contour) from SODA reanalysis
data in January 2007 are overlaid.
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Sðx; yÞ5½C0; C1; C2; C3; C4; C5�½1; x; y; x2; y2; xy�T ; (19)

where x and y denote the zonal and meridional coordinates, respectively. Figure 3 gives the SSDA (color)
and SSHA (contours) fields in the three tested regions.

HYCOM/NCODA data of the 10–18 days of each month in 2010 are selected to produce 12 groups of 9 day
averaged data set. To investigate the sensitivity of the isQG performance to horizontal resolution of data,
two data sets with coarser resolutions (0.24� and 0.4�) are generated by subsampling the high-resolution
data set (1/12�). The same procedure described above for SODA data is then applied to these three
HYCOM/NCODA data sets with different spatial resolution. Note that there is no need of proxy for sea sur-
face variables in HYCOM/NCODA data set because this reanalysis provides variables at the surface (0 m).

We calculate the pressure anomalies at the ocean floor (selected as 23000 m) from both reanalysis data
sets and found that they are all nearly zero, which makes the assumption of the zero pressure anomalies at
the bottom valid for the isQG reconstruction in this study. Now the isQG is solved numerically given the
SSDA, SSHA, andN2ðzÞ. Results are assessed against the original reanalysis data to see if this method is capa-
ble of retrieving subsurface fields from the reanalysis data effectively.

4. Results

Results in this section include two variables deduced from the reconstructed geostrophic stream function:
eddy field of density qa52

q0 f
g
@W
@z , and eddy velocity V

!
5 z!3rW. Hereafter, the superscript a means eddy

)
m( htpe

D

Figure 2. Stratification profiles from SODA (dashed lines), and the adjusted N2value used in the isQG method (solid lines) for (a) Gulf Stream region, (b) Kuroshio region, and (c) Agulhas
leakage region.

Longitude

edutitaL A
DSS

Figure 3. Eddy fields of SSD (color) and SSH (contours) calculated by subtracting the corresponding large-scale background fields from SODA reanalysis data in January 2007 for (a) Gulf
Stream region, (b) Kuroshio region, and (c) Agulhas leakage region.
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field; subscripts s, i, and isQG denote the SQG, interior, and combined isQG solution, respectively; subscript
SODA refers to the SODA data set, and HYCOM represents the HYCOM/NCODA data set.

4.1. Results From SODA Reanalysis
4.1.1. Gulf Stream Extension
The spatial correlation between SSHA and SSDA is weak over this region (Figure 3a), implying that SSD is
mostly decoupled from the interior dynamics [Isern-Fontanet et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013]. The stratifica-
tion profile shows two subsurface local maxima, one at the base of the ML, and the other near the main
thermocline (Figure 2a).

The vertical profiles of the root-mean-square (r.m.s) of eddy kinetic energy are shown in Figure 4a. The SQG
solution contribution (EKEs, green dotted line) is smaller than the interior solution (EKEi, blue dashed line) in
the upper 1000 m. Combined EKE (EKEisQG, black solid line) of these two solutions matches the SODA data
(EKESODA, red solid line) quite well between 2200 and 2700 m in the upper layers. In deeper layers, EKEisQG

decays a little faster due to the zero-bottom-velocity assumption, which also appears in Wang et al. [2013].
According to equation (9), the total stream function at the surface is proportional to the SSH, which means
that the surface velocity is set to be geostrophic in the isQG theory. This geostrophic assumption may lead
to a discrepancy between EKEisQG and EKESODA at the surface due to the existence of ageostrophic flows in

r.m.s

)
m( htpe

D

Figure 4. The r.m.s of the perturbation kinetic energy derived from SQG solution (green dotted line), interior solution (blue dashed line), and combined solution (black solid line) and
from SODA data (red solid line) for (a) Gulf Stream region, (b) Kuroshio region, and (c) Agulhas leakage region.

 )
m( 

A
HSS

Longitude

edutitaL

Figure 5. Eddy fields of SSH (color) superimposed with surface velocity perturbation fields derived from SSH (representing geostrophic flows, green arrows) and from SODA data (black
arrows), for the region of (a) Gulf Stream, (b) Kuroshio, and (c) Agulhas leakage.
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this region, as shown in Figure 5a. However, that ageostrophic part does not affect the reconstruction
severely, because flows at the surface are generally dominated by the geostrophic part.

Note that the combined EKEisQG includes three terms:

EKEisQG5
1
2
jV!s1 V

!
i j25EKEs1EKEi1 V

!
s � V
!

i ; (20)

where EKEs5
1
2
jV!sj2; EKEi5

1
2
jV!ij2: (21)

Since the SQG modes and interior QG modes are not orthogonal, the kinetic energy of isQG includes the
cross-correlation terms. As seen in Figure 4a, the shape of profiles indicates that the cross-correlation term
V
!

s � V
!

i is negative in this case.

The r.m.s of density anomaly from the isQG solution (black solid line in Figure 6a) is similar to that of SODA
data (red solid line in Figure 6a), especially above 2300 m, where SQG solution (green dotted line in Figure
6a) accounts for a large proportion of the density anomaly. Below 2300 m, however, the interior solution
(blue dashed line in Figure 6a) dominates and overestimates the true state. The reason could be that the
barotropic and first baroclinic modes considered in this study are insufficient to fully represent the interior
solution, thus cannot efficiently describe the density variations of SODA data, leading to some inconsistency
below 2300 m.

Figure 7 shows the density anomalies and the horizontal velocity anomaly vectors from the SODA data and
isQG method at three depths. As viewed in the horizontal planes, both the structure and amplitude of isQG
fields are very similar to those of SODA fields. In particular, the isQG solution captures all the mesoscale
cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies (denoted by C1 and A1–A4 in Figures 7c and 7d) in structure though with
difference in magnitude. The density anomaly field retrieved from the isQG method is generally weaker
than that from SODA at upper levels (2229 m, 2466 m), and is slightly stronger at deeper level (2729 m);
the r.m.s density anomaly is shown at the corresponding depth in Figure 6a. For the horizontal velocity
anomaly field, the retrieved flows are slightly weaker at 2229 and 2729 m and stronger at 2466 m than
those from SODA data.

Table 1 lists the correlation between the isQG solution and the SODA data for the density anomaly
and horizontal velocity anomaly fields at three depth levels. The correlation coefficients for the
retrieved density anomalies are as high as 0.93 at 2466 m and 0.88 at 2729 m, indicating good per-
formance in the isQG reconstructed fields. High correlation for the retrieved velocity components is
obtained too, with correlation coefficients varying from 0.68 to 0.84 for different layers and different
components.

r.m.s

)
m( htpe

D

Figure 6. The r.m.s of the eddy density derived from SQG solution (green dotted line), interior solution (blue dashed line), and combined solution (black solid line) and from SODA data
(red solid line) for (a) Gulf Stream region, (b) Kuroshio region, and (c) Agulhas leakage region.
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Vertical cross section of the density anomaly field at 43.75�W (indicated by dashed line in Figures 7a and
7b) is shown in Figure 8. The SQG solution is surface trapped (Figure 8c), whereas the interior solution
reaches its maximum around 2600 m (Figure 8d). Only the combination of these two solutions (Figure 8b)

edutitaL

Longitude

Figure 7. Density anomaly (left) from SODA and (right) from the isQG method at three depths in Gulf Stream region, superimposed with
horizontal velocity vectors. The vectors are scaled at different depth, using the corresponding maximum velocity of SODA data and isQG
method, respectively. Dashed lines in (a) and (b) mark the location of the vertical section shown in Figure 8. Characters ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘A’’ in (c)
and (d) denote cyclonic eddy and anticyclonic eddy, respectively.

Table 1. Linear Correlation Between Reconstructed isQG Eddy Field and SODA Eddy Field in Three Tested Regionsa

Gulf Stream Region Kuroshio Region Agulhas Leakage Region

2229 m 2466 m 2729 m 2229 m 2466 m 2729 m 2229 m 2466 m 2729 m

Density 0.92 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.96 0.86 0.73 0.67 0.80
Zonal velocity 0.80 0.77 0.68 0.85 0.81 0.72 0.84 0.75 0.58
Meridional velocity 0.84 0.82 0.72 0.89 0.86 0.77 0.86 0.75 0.52

Density(M) 0.96 0.93 0.88 0.95 0.95 0.82 0.79 0.63 0.71
Zonal velocity(M) 0.81 0.80 0.72 0.83 0.82 0.75 0.83 0.78 0.66
Meridional velocity(M) 0.86 0.84 0.75 0.89 0.87 0.79 0.86 0.79 0.59

aVariables marked by M denote the results of reconstruction using density anomalies at the base of mixed layer as a proxy of surface
values.
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can capture the vertical structure of the SODA data (Figure 8a) well, especially the eddy vertical tilt, which
cannot be resolved by baroclinic mode or SQG solution alone but is an essential property of baroclinic
eddies.

4.1.2. Kuroshio Region
For the Kuroshio region, the SSD and SSH eddy fields are correlated quite well, with some exceptions in the
south of the domain (Figure 3b). The stratification also presents two subsurface local maxima (Figure 2b),
but is stronger than that in the Gulf Stream region (Figure 2a).

EKEs is strong in the upper layers, but is a little weaker than EKEi between 2150 m and about 21200 m. The
combined EKEisQG correctly reflects the variance in the profile of EKESODA (Figure 4b). Similar to the region of
Gulf Stream extension, obvious discrepancy between EKEisQG and EKESODA exists at the surface, implying
that the ageostrophic velocity at the surface is not negligible (also see Figure 5b).

The r.m.s density anomaly profile demonstrates that the isQG solution well captures the vertical structure in
SODA data, especially the two subsurface maxima (Figure 6b). However, the reconstructed magnitude is
larger than that of SODA data in the upper 200 m, and is a little smaller below. As the SSDA and SSHA are
well correlated and the surface solution accounts for a large portion of the total SSHA variance, the contri-
bution of interior solution is not as prominent below the ML as in the Gulf Stream region (Figure 6a).

Horizontal density anomaly fields are well depicted by the isQG solution in terms of both magnitude and
structure, although some small-scale signals are missed (Figure 9). Strong correlation between the retrieved
and SODA fields could be found in Table 1, with the highest correlation coefficient of 0.96 at 2466 m.

As in the region of Gulf Stream extension, the retrieved horizontal velocity anomalies in the Kuroshio region
are qualitatively consistent with SODA data (Figure 9). Most notably, the isQG solution well captures the
two mesoscale cyclonic eddies (denoted by C1 and C2 in Figures 9c and 9d), as well as the anticyclonic
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D

Figure 8. Vertical section of density anomaly at 43.75�W in Gulf Stream region from (a) SODA, (b) isQG combined solution, (c) SQG solu-
tion, and (d) interior solution.
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eddy (denoted by A1 in Figures 9c and 9d), although it does not well capture the relatively weak anticy-
clonic eddy (denoted by A2 in Figures 9c and 9d). The correlation coefficients between isQG solution and
SODA data for the velocity components reach 0.81–0.89 at 2229 and 2466 m, and 0.72 (0.77) for the zonal
(meridional) velocity at 2729 m (Table 1).

Figure 10 displays the vertical cross section of density anomalies at 35.25�N (indicated by the dashed line in Fig-
ures 9a and 9b). The vertical structures of the eddies in SODA data are well captured by the isQG solution (Fig-
ure 10b). The contribution of interior solution (Figure 10d) to the isQG solution is not as notable as that of SQG
solution (Figure 10c), indicating the consequence of strong correlation between SSDA and SSHA in this region.

4.1.3. Agulhas Leakage Region
The time we chose for the Agulhas leakage region is local summer. Stratification is strong, with a maximum
value approaching 8 3 1025 s21 (Figure 2c), and the correlation between SSDA and SSHA is weak with a
correlation coefficient of 20.27 (Figure 3c). We expect the isQG method to be less effective in this region
because the decoupling of the SSD with the interior dynamics, as discussed in Wang et al. [2013]. This will
be an example of the later demonstration that the reconstruction is less satisfactory in summer condition.

It is noticeable that this region is less energetic compared with the two previously mentioned regions (Figure
4), probably because (1) it is in South Hemisphere summer time (January); (2) the SODA data are of relatively
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Figure 9. The same as Figure 7, but for Kuroshio region. Dashed lines in (a) and (b) show the location of the vertical section shown in Figure 10.
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coarse resolution; and/or (3) no Agulhas ring appears in the considered domain of the considered period.
EKEisQG matches EKESODA in the upper 300 m well, but is smaller in the deeper layers (Figure 4c). The consistency
between EKEisQG and EKESODA at the surface suggests that surface flows from SODA reanalysis are nearly geo-
strophic (also see Figure 5c); however, this does not advance the performance of the isQG reconstruction in the
interior ocean, as seen in the discussion below. The retrieved density anomalies also capture the near-surface
features of SODA data. However, they decay much faster than those of SODA data around 2100 m (Figure 6c).

As shown in Figure 11, the isQG solution generally captures the structures of the density anomalies and hori-
zontal velocity in upper layers (2229 and 2466 m), although the retrieved mesoscale anticyclonic eddy
(denoted by A1 in Figures 11c and 11d) is relatively weaker, the cyclonic eddy reconstructed (denoted by C1
in Figures 11c and 11d) is slightly shifted northward compared with SODA data, and obvious differences exist
between the two velocity fields around 13.5�E, 38.5�S. However, the isQG solution differs noticeably from the
SODA data at deeper layers (Figure 11f). The correlation between the isQG solution and the SODA data for the
density anomalies and velocity anomalies is slightly low, compared to those in the Gulf Stream extension
region and Kuroshio region (Table 1). The poor performance of the isQG method in deeper layers in this
region is due to the strong stratification of this region which suppresses the contribution of SQG solution to
the isQG solution, as seen in the vertical cross sections of density anomalies (Figure 12). Moreover, using the
barotropic mode and the first baroclinic mode alone are not sufficient to fully represent the contribution of
interior solution due to the strong stratification in this region. Consequently, the retrieved subsurface fields in
this region are not as good as those in regions of the Gulf Stream extension and Kuroshio.

4.2. Results From HYCOM/NCODA Reanalysis
4.2.1. Sensitivity of the isQG Performance to Data Horizontal Resolution
With higher-resolution data set HYCOM/NCODA, the isQG method also shows a satisfactory performance in
retrieving the interior fields for the three target regions. As an example, Figure 13 gives the reconstructed
density anomaly and velocity anomaly fields at three depths (2250, 2500, and 2800 m) based on the 1/
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Figure 10. The same as Figure 8, but for Kuroshio region at 35.25�N.
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12�-resolution data of January 2010 for the Agulhas leakage region. Good agreement can be seen between
the retrieved results and HYCOM/NCODA data, especially the structures of all the mesoscale cyclonic and
anticyclonic eddies (denoted by C1 and A1–A4 in Figures 13c and 13d). To investigate the sensitivity of the
isQG performance to the horizontal resolution of the same data set, we perform another two reconstruc-
tions using coarser resolutions (0.24� and 0.4�) of HYCOM/NCODA data, and compute the correlation
between the isQG solution and HYCOM/NCODA data with different resolution for the density anomaly and
horizontal velocity anomaly fields (Table 2). The performance of the isQG method degrades significantly for
velocity retrieval at all three levels when the resolution gets coarser. For instance, the correlation for the
zonal velocity at the depth of 2250 m decreases from 0.92 for the 1/12�-resolution to 0.83 for the 0.24�-
resolution and to 0.70 for the 0.4�-resolution. On the other hand, the density retrieval is found not as sensi-
tive to the data resolution as the velocity retrieval. Therefore, higher resolution of data can lead to a better
isQG performance for the velocity retrieval, but seems have no obvious impact on the density retrieval.

4.2.2. Seasonal Variation of the isQG Performance
Recent studies have found that the temporal evolution of the quality of SQG reconstruction shows obvious
seasonal variability (i.e., better performance in winter time than in summer time), which is in agreement with
the seasonal variability of the MLD [Gonz�alez-Haro and Isern-Fontanet, 2014]. Wang et al. [2013] mentioned
that the isQG is less effective during summer than the winter, but did not include the results in their paper.
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Figure 11. The same as Figure 7, but for Agulhas leakage region. Dashed lines in (a) and (b) show the location of the vertical section shown
in Figure 12.
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Here we investigate the seasonal variation of the isQG performance in reconstructing the ocean’s interior in
the three target regions using the HYCOM/NCODA data (1/12�) with a time period of 12 months in 2010. To
see clearly seasonal variation of the isQG performance, we calculate the mean relative deviation of r.m.s den-
sity anomaly between the reconstruction and HYCOM/NCODA data averaged over eight depths (250, 2100,
2150, 2200, 2250, 2300, 2400, and 2500 m) for each month, which is defined as follows:

RDr:m:s5
XN

i

��� r:m:sðiÞisQG2r:m:sðiÞHYCOM

r:m:sðiÞHYCOM

���
 !

=N: (22)

Where i is the index of vertical depth and N is the total number of depths (here N 5 8). It is obvious that
RDr:m:sis smaller during winter and spring and relatively larger during summer and fall in all the three regions
(solid lines in Figure 14). This seasonal variation of the isQG performance may be attributed to that of the upper
ocean state. As shown in Figure 14, the MLD (dashed lines in Figures 14a–14c) presents large values in winter
and early spring corresponding to weaker stratification represented by smaller maximum values of N2 (dashed
lines in Figures 14d–14f). The ML begins to shoal in late spring and maintains a relatively shallower depth dur-
ing summer and fall with a stronger stratification. Deep ML and weak stratification during winter enhance the
penetration of SQG solution. Recent studies showed that the phase shift between SST and SSH is minimum (i.e.,
maximum correlation between SST and SSH) for deep ML [Isern-Fontanet et al., 2008, 2014]. Less phase shift
between SSTA and SSHA leads to a good performance of the isQG method. The strong anticorrelation between
SSHA and SSDA in winter months (dashed lines in Figures 14g–14i) implies that the density of the surface layer
couples with interior dynamics quite well and the SSH signals are largely attributed to the SQG solution, making
the bias of the two-gravest-mode-only interior solution less dominant in the total resolution of the reconstruc-
tion. However, the mean surface density anomaly gradient (rSSDA, dashed lines in Figures 14j–14l) shows no
evident seasonal signal, and consequently exerts less influence on the seasonal variation of the isQG retrieval.
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Figure 12. The same as Figure 8, but for Agulhas leakage region at 39.75�S.
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Therefore, the seasonal variations of the MLD, stratification and correlation between SSHA and SSDA are the
major factors causing the seasonal variation of the isQG performance in reconstructing the ocean’s interior, i.e.,
better performance during winter and spring than during summer and fall.

5. Summary and Discussion

In this paper, we employ two reanalysis data sets (SODA and HYCOM /NCODA) to further validate the isQG
method for reconstructing the ocean interior from sea surface information (density and height) and the

Longitude

edutitaL

Figure 13. The same as Figure 7, but for the case of 1/12�-resolution HYCOM/NCODA data (January 2010) in Agulhas leakage region.

Table 2. Linear Correlation Between Reconstructed isQG Eddy Field and HYCOM Eddy Field for Three Horizontal Resolutions in the
Region of Agulhas Leakage

1/12� 0.24� 0.4�

2250 m 2500 m 2800 m 2250 m 2500 m 2800 m 2250 m 2500 m 2800 m

Density 0.93 0.92 0.83 0.93 0.93 0.83 0.93 0.93 0.83
Zonal velocity 0.92 0.81 0.65 0.83 0.73 0.59 0.70 0.60 0.47
Meridional velocity 0.94 0.80 0.64 0.89 0.75 0.60 0.79 0.66 0.52
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vertical stratification only, as well as to investigate the seasonal variation of the isQG performance and its
sensitivity to the data resolution. Our results indicate that the isQG method is robust in retrieving the ocean
interior from sea surface information with better performance in winter than in summer, and higher-
resolution data are beneficial for the velocity retrieval.

The validation is performed in three regions, i.e., the Gulf Stream extension, the Kuroshio system east off
Japan, and the Agulhas leakage in the South Atlantic Ocean. In general, density anomaly and velocity anom-
aly fields in the upper 1000 m depth are successfully retrieved by the isQG method in all these regions. In
particular, the structure of the mesoscale eddies represented in the horizontal density anomaly field or the
velocity anomaly field is well captured by the isQG solution, especially in the regions of the Gulf Stream
extension and the Kuroshio system.
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Figure 14. Monthly variations of mean relative deviations of r.m.s density anomaly between the reconstruction and HYCOM/NCODA data (solid lines), and the corresponding variations
of mixed layer depth (dashed lines in the first row), maximum value of stratification (dashed lines in the second row), correlation coefficient between SSDA and SSHA (dashed lines in
the third row), mean surface density anomaly gradient (dashed lines in the fourth row) from January 2010 to December 2010 for the regions of (left) Gulf Stream extension, (middle) Kur-
oshio, and (right) Agulhas leakage. The mean relative deviations of r.m.s density anomaly are computed as the ratio of the r.m.s density anomaly difference between the reconstruction
and HYCOM/NCODA data to the r.m.s density anomaly of the HYCOM/NCODA data and averaged over eight depths (250, 2100, 2150, 2200, 2250, 2300, 2400, and 2500 m). The
mixed layer depth, maximum value of stratification, and surface density anomaly gradient are scaled by their maximum values, respectively, i.e., 275 m, 40.63 3 1025 s21, 4.6 3 1026 kg
m24 for (left) Gulf Stream extension; 225 m, 57.77 3 1025 s21, 4.4 3 1026 kg m24 for (middle) Kuroshio; and 175 m, 13.92 3 1025 s21, 4.0 3 1026 kg m24 for (right) Agulhas leakage.
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The best performance of the isQG method in the energetic Kuroshio region may be attributed to the high cor-
relation between SSDA and SSHA fields and the strong SQG signals, although the stratification here is strong.
In the Gulf Stream region and Agulhas leakage region, however, the correlation between SSDA field and SSHA
field is poor; this may be partially due to strong influence of the atmospheric forcing on the SSD, which further
decouples the surface density signal from the interior dynamics. In such cases, the SSHA field mostly reflects
interior dynamics, and the contribution of interior solution below the ML is dominant. Nevertheless, the recon-
struction in the Gulf Stream region is still satisfactory, probably attributed to its strong SQG signals and its
weak stratification which allows the SQG signals penetrating into the deeper layers. The Agulhas leakage
region is different from the Gulf Stream region with weak SQG signals (less energetic, probably due to the rel-
atively coarse resolution of SODA data or other reason as addressed in section 4.1.3) and strong stratification.
The strong stratification may suppress the vertical penetration of the already weak SSDA signal into deeper
layers, resulting in less contribution of the SQG solution to the isQG solution and thus less satisfactory recon-
struction in deeper layers in this region. Moreover, due to the strong baroclinic feature with high stratification
in this region, only using these two gravest modes (i.e., the barotropic mode and the first baroclinic mode)
may be not sufficient to fully capture the structure of the upper ocean. Therefore, including higher baroclinic
modes may further improve the reconstruction in regions where strong stratification exists.

Besides the spatial variation, seasonal variation of the performance of the isQG method exits. Generally
speaking, isQG method is more effective during winter and spring when the ML is deeper with weaker strat-
ification, while it is slightly degraded during summer and fall with shallower ML and stronger stratification.

The investigation on the sensitivity of the isQG performance to the data resolution indicates that, for the
velocity retrieval, the isQG method performs better with higher data resolution than with coarser data reso-
lution, although the density retrieval seems not as sensitive to the data resolution as the velocity retrieval.
This result suggests that we should use sea surface data (including SST, SSS and SSH) with higher resolution
when implementing the isQG method to reconstruct the interior ocean.

As addressed by Isern-Fontanet et al. [2008], the SQG reconstruction can be most successful when the SST
resembles the density anomaly at the base of the ML, which means that using density anomalies at the
base of the ML as input of the SQG reconstruction is the best choice. To check if this is valid for the isQG
method, we have also performed the reconstruction using the isQG method and density anomalies from
SODA reanalysis at the base of the ML as a proxy of the surface value. As shown in Table 1, a more success-
ful reconstruction is achieved with higher correlation (especially for the velocity retrieval) when using den-
sity anomalies at the base of the ML, compared to the reconstruction using density anomalies at the sea
surface. However, in practice, because satellites usually only provide observations at the sea surface instead
of at the base of the ML, the isQG method is thus designed for making use of sea surface data from satel-
lites, i.e., the SST, SSS, and SSH.

Our results here are encouraging, and a step forward is to reconstruct the ocean’s interior from the satellite-
derived SSH, SST, and SSS data using the isQG method. We will further validate this method in a real ocean
situation using satellite-derived sea surface data, including the surface salinity data from SMOS/Aquarius
and in situ subsurface observations. In addition, we will try to add more eigenmodes besides the barotropic
mode and the first baroclinic mode in the interior solution to further improve the reconstruction.
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